Multi-Lifting-Device UAV Autonomous Flight at
Any Transition Percentage
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Abstract Hybrid UAVs with hovering as well as fast forward flight capability or
enhanced maneuverability are expected to become increasingly important. To approach the complex problem of autonomous flight in the full flight envelope of these
transitioning or reconfiguring vehicles, a simple but powerful approach is presented.
A traditional rotorcraft control strategy consisting of an attitude innerloop and position outerloop is enhanced with a lift allocation controller in between. By running
several sub-controllers per lift-device, simplicity is kept while allowing sustained
flight at any transitioning percentage for any number of lifting devices. The applications of this approach range from hover of fixedwings, or allowing easier fast forward flight of conventional rotorcraft to autonomous flight of most types of hybrid
or reconfiguring UAVs. Flight test results are presented using the ATMOS hybrid
UAV.
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List of abbreviations
Abbreviation
AHRS
UAV
LTP
NED
RC
A/C
LD

Description
Attitude and Heading Reference System
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Local Tangent Plane
North East Down
Remote Control
Aircraft
Lift Device

List of symbols
Symbol
x, y, zLT P
ẍ, ÿ, z̈LT P
ẍ, ÿ, z̈
q
qRC
q̈
φ,θ,ψ
X,Y, Z body
ε%
cmdθ
g
f f ixed−wing
cmdT hrust
Tnominal
vclimbset
KVz ⇒T
Kẍ⇒T
KVz ⇒θ
FLi f t
FBody
FLi f ti

Description
Position command in Local Tangent Plane NED frame.
Acceleration commands in Local Tangent Plane NED frame.
Acceleration commands.
Attitude quaternion.
Attitude quaternion setpoint from remote input.
Second derivative of attitude quaternion.
Attitude of the body in LTP NED, unless otherwise specified.
X/Y/Z-axis of the A/C.
Transition percentage.
Desired roll angle.
Earth’s gravitational acceleration.
Lift allocation controller in 100% fixed-wing mode.
Thrust command.
Nominal desired cruise throttle.
Desired climb speed.
Lift allocation fixed-wing throttle increment gain.
Lift allocation fixed-wing forward acceleration gain.
Lift allocation fixed-wing pitch pre climb gain.
Lift coordinate system.
Body coordinate system.
Lift device coordinate system of LD i.

1 Introduction
The majority of fully autonomous Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) are either fixedwing vehicles or hovering vehicles. This is remarkable as the concept of hybrid and
transitioning vehicles has been around for several decades and advantages can be
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numerous. More obvious examples of such advantages are the boost in range and
endurance while maintaining vertical take-off and landing capability–in the case of
a rotorcraft with a wing [2]. But more out-of-the-box concepts like the 3-pair of
perpendicular rotor hexacopter [7] create a platform that can hover at any attitude.
An X-configuration fixed wing can create much faster sideward accelerations boosting its maneuverability compared to conventional fixedwings. But it also allows for
instance the pointing of a camera left and right without the need for a pan-tilt device. While most of these concepts face major problems in the case of a manned
airframe, in the case of UAV many problems are not applicable. This sheds new
light on several of the concepts and forms the basis for this research.
A lot of research is working on enlarging the usable MAV flight envelope of
conventional concepts through control theory [18, 4, 17], or creating vehicles with
exceptionally large flight envelopes without the need for complex control [6]. To
enhance capabilities other projects tend to focus on adding more vehicles [20, 19]
or more sensors [13, 3, 16, 22] without any change to the flight concept. For fixedwings, several projects have enlarged the flight envelope from fast forward flight up
to hover [10, 12, 11, 9, 8]. However, only [8] reported continuous flight in between
flight regimes. Finally a lot of studies gave separate attention to the transitioning
aspects of hybrid UAV [14, 23, 15, 21].
This work proposes a more unified approach to hybrid UAVs with an unlimited
amount of lifting-devices. The term lifting-device is used to refer to any wing , rotor or thruster that is capable of carrying the weight of the vehicle while sufficient
moment generating actuators remain to fully control the vehicles attitude when that
lift device is active. A control architecture is defined that allows sustained flight at
any regime of every lifting device and in between, if the aerodynamics and control
surfaces physically allow this.
Most of the research is performed on a UAV named ATMOV, which stands for
Autonomous Transition Multi-rotor Observation Vehicle (Fig 1). As shown in Fig. 3,
ATMOV is a wing with 4 rotors placed perpendicularly to the wing’s lifting surface.
Nevertheless, the theory and concepts are specially developed to be applicable to a
wide variety of other concepts including all aforementioned configurations, and thus
ranging from simple rotorcraft to fixedwings and even from hybrid to reconfiguring
configurations such as tilting wings.
Section 2 explains the control strategy, followed by more details on the lift allocation in Sect. 3. The transition is explained in Sect. 4 while Sect. 5 elaborates on
the guidance aspects of transition. Section 6 describes some extra problems that differ from conventional fixedwing and rotorcraft control before Sect. 7 show results
of experiments.

2 Control Strategy
A common control architecture for hovering vehicles consists of an outerloop controlling the position and an innerloop for attitude [13, 4, 5, 11]. This approach is
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Fig. 1 ATMOV: Autonomous
transition Multi-rotor Observation Vehicle. The ATMOV
has two sets of differently
sized counter rotating propellers with large folding
hover props for slow and
hovering flight and smaller
high pitch tip props for efficient cruise. The hover yaw
control is performed with
aerodynamic actuators only
as the differently sized rotors
do not allow uncoupled yaw
generation without pitch or
roll.

augmented by defining a lift allocation block in between the inner- and outerloops
as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Flightplan
Fig. 2 Flightplan Loop, Position Control Loop and Attitude Control Loop setup.
The inner and outer loops are
built up in a similar fashion.
Position and attitude setpoints
enter, a reference model tracks
the setpoints with the desired
dynamics, and the controllers
output acceleration and angular acceleration commands
to match this desired dynamics. For the outerloop this
acceleration command is now
mapped to one of the lifting
devices.

xLT P
Position Loop
ẍLT P
Lift Allocation
q&FB
qRC
Attitude Loop
q̈B
Control Allocation
u

First the flight planning outputs a desired position x and desired attitude q in
function of time and position. Flightplan logic for instance activates the next part
of the flight plan when a waypoint is cleared. In forward flight the current desired
position—also called carrot—constantly moves in time [5].
The position command in local tangent plane xLT P then enters the outerloop. A
non-linear reference model is selected to impose a desired closed loop response and
also impose rate limits. Any step changes now appear as continuous signals to the
linear PID compensator which generates acceleration commands ẍ. In conventional
rotorcraft control this desired acceleration is directly or implicitly mapped to an
attitude angle (Eq. 1), often applying a linearized thrust-vectoring model ẍcmd ≈
g ∗ cmdθ .
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This outerloop commanding accelerations and innerloop to control attitude can
be applied to any type of vehicle. The only differences in control loops is in the
way accelerations are mapped to attitude and thrusters. Two types of lift devices
are defined at this point and referred to as wings and rotors. Now the lift allocation
logic determines the active lifting devices and runs all the active sub-controllers,
and combines the results into collective thrust and attitude. The attitude command
continues to the inner loops, while direct thruster commands skip directly to the
control allocation and supervision logic.
The innerloop takes a full attitude command as input. A second reference model
removes unfeasible dynamics from the command, followed by a controller. Finally
the control allocation with actuator supervision distributes the un-scaled actuator
torque commands from the innerloop and the direct force commands from the outerloop to the corresponding actuators and rotors.
On ATMOV-like vehicles the pitching in hover is generated by increasing the
nose rotor (direction of Xbody ) and reducing the −X rotor, as well as deflecting
both ailevons—which are combined aileron and elevators—in the −X direction (Fig 3). The more the airspeed in the body −Z direction (which is the
direction of the wing), the smaller the needed deflections for a certain torque
and the less rotors are effective. Gain scheduling is applied based on airspeed
or transition percentage ε% .

3 Lift-Device Control Allocation
Similarly to the control allocation after the innerloop, the same idea is applied to
the outerloop where lifting devices take the role of actuators for the outerloop acceleration commands. The distribution is done using an externally enforced transition
percentage ε% to select the active lifting device, for instance driven by the flightplan
or a remote operator. Using this approach the same overall controller architecture
can be used to control the UAV in both hovering and forward flight state as well
as all states in between and for any given number of lift devices provided that the
vehicle aerodynamics allow this.

3.1 Rotors: Thrust-Vectoring Model
In hover, transitioning vehicles like ATMOV are not more than a rotorcraft with
a large wing—which in that case acts as a perturbation. Even fixedwing planes
can hover using the thrust vectoring model provided they have sufficient thrust and
torques. The thrust-vectoring model maps the desired lateral acceleration ÿcmd di-
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Fig. 3 Axes Definitions ATMOV. Body axes become virtual and can be chosen at any orientation
(top). The lift device axes however are always aligned with the z-axis in the opposite direction as
the lift and the y pointing right (bottom). The shades of gray indicate the amount to which lifting
devices actually contribute to the lift.

rectly to a desired roll angle cmdφ by linearizing sin(φ )g around the hover conditions.

ÿcmd
cmdφ = arctan
|g|


ẍcmd
cmdθ = arctan
|g|


(1)
(2)

The terms cmdφ and cmdθ are with respect to the depicted rotor-lift-axis coordinate system. This mapping from an acceleration command ẍ to an attitude can also
be done in quaternion math, where the norm of the acceleration |ẍ| is the total thrust
and the attitude quaternion is defined by the rotation from the lift-device Z-axis to
the lift vector, after applying the heading rotation. In order to do the combination of
lift-device commands later we keep the former definition given in Eq. 1.
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3.2 Wings: Fixedwing Aircraft Model
In forward flight, even rotorcraft begin to show control couplings that are traditionally classified a fixedwing behavior. Pitch changes for instance become increasingly
coupled with the altitude loop as airspeed builds up. To allow forward flight using the same outerloop controller, a fixedwing controller is rewritten to match the
rotorcraft inner and outerloop architecture
q = f f ixed−wing (ẍ)

(3)

This can be achieved by mapping forward acceleration to the throttle, lateral
acceleration to roll via the lateral controller and by controlling vertical acceleration
with the fixedwing vertical controller that creates elevator and additional throttle
commands.
cmdT hrust = Tnominal + (vclimbset − vclimb ) Kvz →T + (ẍset − ẍ) Kẍ→T

(4)

where Tnominal is the cruise throttle, vclimbset the desired climb speed, Kvz →T is
the so-called throttle increment gain [5] and Kẍ→T the forward acceleration
gain.
cmdθ = trimθ + (vclimbset − vclimb ) Kvz →θ

(5)

where Kvz →θ is the pitch pre climb gain in fixedwing control loops in [5].
cmdφ is kept the same for wings as for rotors (Eq. 1), but the heading is forced to
follow the coordinated turn equation m Ψ̇ v = m g tan(φ ) [16] linearized around the
cruise speed vcruise . After isolating Ψ̇ , assuming constant cruise speed and substituting all constants into one gain K the heading command becomes:
cmdψ =

Z

tan(φ ) Kψ̇

(6)

4 Sustained Transitioned Flight
Whenever the commanded transition percentage ε% is not zero or 100%, several
sub-controllers are run in parallel and need to be combined. First a new coordinate
system is created with the momentarily active combined lift frame. Then the activations of all lift devices κ%i is computed to generate the right amount of total lift and
finally all sub-control commands are merged.
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4.1 Lift Coordinate System
Within each lift device the standard right-hand coordinate system applies, with X
pointing to the nose of the lift device and Z pointing opposite to the lift vector
(Figs. 3,4). These lift device coordinate systems are called FLi f ti with i the liftdevice index. These lift-device orientation are defined by the rotations qLi f ti . Whenever more than one lift device becomes active, the total lift acts in a new combined
lift coordinate system FLi f t .
The airframe configuration is then defined as list of n lifting-devices with their
relative orientations with respect to the body frame FBody expressed as quaternions.
These quaternions can be seen as a rotation αLi f t i around axis aLi f t i .


aLi f t i = xLi f t i , yLi f t i , zLi f t i
αLi f ti →Body
βi =
2
 
qi
qx 

qLi f ti →Body = 
qy 
qz Li f t →Body
i


cos βi
xLi f t →Body × sin βi 
i

qLi f ti →Body = 
yLi f t →Body × sin βi 
i
zLi f ti →Body × sin βi

(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)

Obtaining the coordinate system (Fig. 4) in which the transitioned vehicle operates is done by vector manipulations of the unit vector ii and ki in lift device
coordinate systems FLi f ti .

vkLi f t

vkLi f t

1

FLi f t1
viLi f t

1

FLi f t1
Fig. 4 Lifting device coordinate frames FLi f ti versus
Body frame FBody and the
resulting total transitioned lift
frame FLi f t .

XBody

vkLi f t2

FLi f t
FBody
viLi f t

YBody

2

viLi f t
ZBody
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viLi f t = qLi f t1 →Body • i1

(11)

vkLi f t 1 = qLi f t1 →Body • k1
viLi f t = qLi f t2 →Body • i2

(12)
(13)

vkLi f t 2 = qLi f t2 →Body • k2

(14)

1

2

These new vectors v in body reference frame FBody represent the direction of the
lift and nose of each lifting device and can now be scaled depending on the transition
percentage ε% . The sum of all the scaled active lifting device vectors give the total
lift and heading directions

n 
viLi f t = ∑ viLi f ti · ε%i
i=1
n 

vkLi f t = ∑ vkLi f ti · ε%i
i=1



(15)
(16)
(17)

where n is the amount of lifting devices, i is an index, ∑ is a vector sum of the
activation-scaled subvectors, viLi f t is the average heading and vkLi f t the average lift
axis. Since the lift devices are most often not inline, the total vectors vi,kLi f t are
not necessarily of unit length anymore. The scaling needed to become unity length
is called activation percentage and denoted as κ%i . These unity scaled orthogonal
vectors vi,kLi f t · κ%i now define the reference frame FLi f t . In order to find the rotation
qLi f t→Body , the vectors are written as the columns of a rotation matrix with the cross
product as missing column, which then forms a direction cosine matrix that can be
converted to a quaternion.
For known configurations like the a dual lifting device vehicle where one lifting
device frame corresponds to the body frame, this can be highly simplified to for
instance


cos ω1→2
2

0 

(18)
qLi f t→Body = 
 sin ω1→2 
2
0
where ω1→2 is the magnitude of the angle between the two lift device frames,
and we define the rotation is around the body Y axis.

4.2 Lift-Command Merging
So far we have the total lift coordinate system FLi f t given by qLi f t→Body and also
the respective activation percentages κ%i for each lift device, both depending on
the transition percentage ε% . For each device we now define the lift-device-type. So
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far only thruster and wing types were defined referring to the control loop types
defined in Sect.3.1 and Sect. 3.2 respectively. But more options are possible, like
a lifting device without lateral control, leaving the lateral control entirely to other
lifting devices become possible.
Now each lift-device-type has associated control logic in their respective FLi f ti
frames, and the outputs of all outerloop sub-controllers are linearized roll pitch
and yaw commands. Once mapped to the body frame, these commands are linearly
added using the activation percentage κ%i of that particular lift device.
n

cmdj = ∑ (cmdj i × κ%i )

(19)

i=1

Where n is the number of lift devices, i the lift device index and j the command
index—respectively a pitch/roll/yaw/thrust commands. A verbal summary of the
difference between both types of lift devices is shown in table 1.
Finally, from this summed command we combine all separate roll, pitch and yaw
commands back to a single attitude quaternion qcmd to be fed to the innerloop.
On the winged quadrotor ATMOV, during flight conditions in between forward flight and hover, both hover commands in the rotor-coordinate system
and fixedwing commands in the fixedwing-coordinate system are calculated.
The total commanded thrust and attitude are averaged according to the lift
device activation depending on the transition percentage ε% . As both coordinate systems are perpendicular, a 50% activation of both automatically results
in a 45 degree trim attitude with position corrections forward being mapped
to a combined increase in throttle with nose down correction. The throttle
increase comes entirely from the fixedwing controller while the nose down
command comes from the active hover controller. During a climb command
in this transitioned flight, both rotor and wing controllers will increase throttle
and fixedwing will also pitch up a bit, but less than in fully horizontal flight
only.

lift (vertical acceleration)
forward acceleration
lateral acceleration
heading (bearing?)

Aerodynamic Lift Device
pitch + thrust
thrust
roll
two options.

Thruster Lift Device
thrust
pitch
roll
yaw

Table 1 Moment commands sent to the inner loop as result of an acceleration command from the
outer loop to the lift allocation controller
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5 Flight-plan Attitude Command
In conventional quadrotor control, flight plans typically only command a position
and a heading, since two angles are implied by the thrust vectoring principle. With
multiple lifting-device vehicles this principle does not necessarily hold anymore.
The three-pair-of-perpendicular-rotor hexacopter [7] for instance is capable of hovering at any attitude. In fixedwing airplane mode, on the contrary, when flying coordinated turns all three angles are explicitly defined by the trajectory, requiring no
additional attitude commands.
This paper proposes the definition of active-lift-axis-heading as missing flightplan command besides the position. This definition is complete and not overdefined. The lift-axis-heading is composed of two aspects: the currently active lift
device and a heading around it. The currently active lift device is defined by the transition percentage ε% . With 2 lift devices a single variable is needed while additional
variables are needed for more lifting devices.
The heading is a more complex definition. Heading is a normally well defined
concept, but because of linearization it is often badly used. In North-East-Down
axis definitions the heading is defined as the angle with respect to north that the
projection of the body x axis makes on the local x − y plane.
On a vehicle that is prone to perform more than 90 degree body axis nose down
maneuvers1, the body heading is not useful anymore in navigation routines. Therefore the current-blended-lifting device axis heading is used instead. To further reduce instabilities in navigation routines when pitch angles get close to 90 degrees,
a special definition is used. In the case of 89 degree nose up x-axis, the slightest
z-axis rotation causes the Euler defined heading to shift from −90 less to +90 more
with 90 and −90 degree right roll respectively. This Euler makes the heading angle
non-practical as-is. We therefore augmented heading angle to:

ψstabilization = ψLT P→li f t − sin(θLT P→li f t ) · φLT P→li f t

(20)

6 Actuator Staturation with quaternion attitude loops
Actuator saturation suddenly becomes much more important on hybrid—wingequipped—quadrotors. Compared to traditional quadrotor flight control code, two
problems associated with 360 degree quaternion control needed to be solved in order
to allow successful flight.
The first is the innerloop quaternion controller. A reference quaternion is given
and based on the current attitude quaternion from the AHRS, a shortest rotation
quaternion is computed. In the case of highly drifted headings as is quite likely
with big wings and wind, this single rotation with a feasible and unfeasible part are
not useful anymore. This can be illustrated with a setpoint pointing north with 20
1

In fixedwing descend mode, the body x-axis points to the back of the plane
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degrees roll right to accelerate east, while the vehicle has drifted with its nose into
the wind and is now pointing east instead of north. The shortest quaternion rotation
from the state to the setpoint has a combined 90 degree yaw to the left with 20
degree roll right. Since the yaw part is saturated but the roll is not, only the latter
will be executed, resulting in a vehicle banking to the south instead of east. This can
be overcome by splitting the control goals into a thrust vector part and a yawing part
with different control bandwidths.
The second problem occurs in quadrotor implementations with actuator protection and saturation logic. As in quadrotors the motors are responsible for both lift
and torque, safety rules are typically applied to maintain attitude control at extreme
total lift. In the paparazzi solution for instance[5], torque commands are deemed
more important than the total thrust command. At low throttle, in case of insufficient torque control due to saturation of the slowest rotor, the torque command is
maintained by increasing the faster rotor even more, yielding the required torque
at the cost of a higher thrust. If this rule is maintained in a hybrid UAV in forward
fixedwing flight mode this significant extra thrust on pitch commands is highly undesired.
In case of saturation in the maximum throttle regime however, default quadrotor
saturation logic leave only a few percent for pitch control, hereby allowing higher
maximum take-off weights on traditional quadrotors. Keeping this rule when a significantly diving ATMOV in fixedwing mode would be put to hover, the low altitude
would give full throttle, leaving way too little pitch control for the 135 degree rotation from nose down full throttle flight to hover. This shows that outerloops also
need to propagate axis priorities to supervision logic depending on the current flight
mode.

7 Implementation and Flight Testing
The ideas proposed in this paper were implemented in the open-source paparazzi
project [4]. The used test vehicles were the QuadShot [2] and the ATMOV [1]
(Fig 1). Figure 5 shows an excerpt from a manually remotely piloted flight of ATMOV with several transitions from hover to partial transitionned mode and to full
forward flight and back.
The top plot in figure 5 shows the transition percentage (ε% , black line), the body
orentation in lift frame (θLi f t⇒Body , red line), and the body orientation in LTP frame
(θLi f t⇒LT P blue line). The center and bottom plot show the position and velocities
of the UAV, respectively. At t=440 [s], the pilot sets a 50% transition percentage as
plotted in the black line of the top subplot. As the vehicle transitions, a difference
grows between the pitch angle θ in LTP and in Lift axes. This is because the active
Lift frame turns away from the initially activated rotor axis towards the perpendicularly mounted fixedwing frame. In the ATMOV vehicle the body frame is chosen to
be identical to the rotor frame, but the body frame can be chosen freely.
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Fig. 5 ATMOV test flight with multiple transitions from hover to forward and back.

During stationary flight the Lift frame on average has its Z-axis parallel to gravity, while the body frame can point in totally different directions. In ATMOV the
rotor lifting device and the wing lifting device respectively have a 0 degree and
90 degree rotation around the pitch axis with respect to the body axis. This means
the Body X-axis points down in forward flight and even backwards in descending
forward flight.
The combination of both lift vectors at 50% activation percentage κ%i is seen to
result a the lift-to-body angle qLi f t→Body (Eq. 18) which can be interpreted as a body
pitch trim angle of 45 degrees nose down, as seen in Fig 5. In other words, the new
trim-attitude for the transitioned flight is automatically found from the definitions
of the lift-devices and calculated dynamically for every transition percentage ε% . In
the presented flight log this was selected using a remote control with a 3-position
switch selecting either ε% , to 0%, 50% or 100%.
The higher horizontal velocity is clearly visible during the moments of forward
flight. After hover was restored (at t=460 [s]) by setting the transition percentage
to 0%, the vehicle was slowly hovered back to the initial position as depicted in
the distance graphs in Fig. 5. In current testflight the transition was selected with
a switch, and hense transitions and especially decelerations are quite fast, but the
theory allows for slow changes as well since any situation in between is fully stable
and controllable. This is illustrated at t=440 [s] with a sustained partial transition.
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Besides selecting the transition percentage the remote control was used to steer
the position of the ATMOV. During hover phases, the throttle stick was controlling
vertical speed and the roll and pitch sticks controlled lateral and forward accelerations while the yaw stick controlled the heading like in normal quadrotor mode.
More interestingly however, during the transitions and even during the full forward
flight, the throttle stick was still controlling vertical speed, but this time also used the
pitch angle to control the vertical speed and used less throttle changes. Similarly the
pitch stick was still controlling forward and backward accelerations, but this time
did not pitch the vehicle up and down but ended up using throttle of the forward
facing propellors to control forward acceleration. This was deduced automatically
inflight by the simple but powerful lift-allocation controller.
This approach totally hides the transition percentage of the vehicle from the outerloop and navigation loops yielding identical outerloop and innerloop strategies
throughout the hybrid flight.

8 Conclusions
A simple and computationally inexpensive but flexible and powerful approach was
discussed to address the control of hybrid or even morphing autonomous vehicles.
Using lift-allocation to activate and merge commands from basic controller types
like rotors and wings a system is created that allows sustained flight at any transition percentage for any combination of lift-devices. Test flights show seamless
transitions while hiding the changed dynamics from the outerloops enabling fully
autonomous flights at any transition percentage using the same control structure.
Aspects that need special attention in further work are the propagation of control priorities down to the actuator supervision logic, actuator saturation and more
autonomous flights.
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